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Vehicle-borne battery condition is an important factor affecting the efficiency of the maglev train operation and other connected
ones. To effectively eliminate the influence of the battery condition and improve the operation efficiency of the connected maglev
trains, an operation control strategy is proposed to guarantee train operation safety. First, based on Internet of Things, a sensor
network is designed to monitor vehicle-borne battery condition in each vehicle of the train. Second, the train Operation Control
System collects battery data of all vehicles in a maglev train by Train Communication Network. Third, all connected maglev trains
share the battery data via a 38GHz directional Radio Communication System and adjust operation control strategy accordingly.
Simulation results indicate that the proposed strategy can guarantee the operation safety of the connected maglev trains.

1. Introduction

After the introduction of high-speedmaglev train Transrapid-08
into Shanghai in 2002 andwith the operations of bothAirport
Line of Changsha in 2016 and S1 Line of Beijing in 2017,
maglev transportation system has received more and more
attention in China [1, 2]. Compared with the conventional
wheel-rail transportation systems, the maglev transportation
systemhasmany excellent features such as low environmental
noise, small turning radius, high climbing slope ability, strong
weather resistance, low maintenance cost, and long life-span
[3].

Normally, based on five speed curve limits including the
minimum speed-up limit, the minimum levitation limit, the
maximum safety braking limit, the maximum speed running
limit, and the maximum speed limit, the train Operation
Control System (OCS), which has four subsystems including
Central Control System (CCS), Decentralization Control
System (DCS), Vehicle Control System (VCS), and 38GHz
directional Radio Communication System (RCS), formulates
an operation control strategy real-timely to guarantee train
operation safety [4].

However, for construction cost consideration, only sta-
tion decentralizations and Auxiliary Stopping Area (ASA) of
section decentralizations are equipped with Power Rail (PR),

making it discontinuous. In case of emergency, VCS requests
DCS to shut off the Propulsion Power-Supply System (PPS)
and then the train-borne batteries are the only energy source
for all train-borne electrical equipment to keep the train
running to the next ASA. Unfortunately, the train cannot run
again after it stops in the track without PR [5].

In the routine operation, the running speed is around
200 km/h for the medium-speed train and about 400 km/h
for the high-speed train; the Vehicle Electrical Grid (VEG)
is supplied by the vehicle-borne linear generator because of
high power-generating efficiency at high speed. However,
when the train speed decreases to 100 km/h or lower, the
power-generating capacity of the linear generator drops too
much to supply enough power to VEG. In this case, the train-
borne batteries provide supplementary energy to VEG. For
safety, during pull-in and departure station, the train speed
is relatively low (lower than 100 km/h); VEG has to depend
on the train-borne batteries. Hence, the battery conditions,
especially the remaining capacity, are crucial to the train
operation safety.

When the maglev train stops in the station or ASA in the
section decentralization, vehicle-borne collectors will charge
batteries through PR and the vehicle-borne batteries are in
the high current mode, resulting in performance degradation
easily. Therefore, it is of great significance to monitor the
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battery condition to prolong the battery life [6, 7] and adjust
the operation strategy dynamically. Moreover, during the
following operation for the connected trains, the following
train has to adjust the operation control strategy in real-time
according to both its self-condition and that of the leading
one to prevent it from crashing.

In these years, with the rapid development of wireless
communication and network technique, a wide range of
Internet ofThings (IoT) applications has been found in many
areas such as smart cities [8], spatial crowdsourcing [9], and
crowd dynamicsmanagement [10]. IoT is expected to achieve
intelligent information processing, pervasive sensing, and
efficient resource management in sensor network [11–14].

The Train Communication Network (TCN) standard was
approved by the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) and the IEEE in 1999 to warrant interoperability of
train and equipment. TCN encompasses two serial master-
slave buses: theWire Train Bus (WTB) and theMultifunction
Vehicle Bus (MVB). Nowadays, TCN is widely used in high-
speed rail trains and metro trains [15–19].

Recently, several fault detection methods have been pre-
sented to enhance the safety of the maglev train. A Bayesian
network based detectionmethod has been conducted [20, 21]
to investigate acceleration sensor failures and analyse the
multistate of the braking system. For maglev train, a risk
modelling method of the failure event tree is given to detect
the failure of levitation control system in [22].

In this paper, using IoT, a sensor network architecture
is designed to monitor the vehicle-borne battery condition
data in each vehicle; all these data in the train are collected
by OCS through TCN and connected trains share them via
RCS. Further, a new operation control strategy is proposed
to guarantee the safety of the following operation for the
connected maglev trains.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) For existing operation control strategies, it is assumed

that the train-borne batteries have full capacity all the time.
The proposed operation control strategy regards the battery
conditions as variable states and formulates strategy in real-
time according to the conditions of the batteries.
(2) Comparing with existing operation control strategies,

the proposed strategy takes other connected trains into
consideration and adjusts the operation control strategy
dynamically.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we analyse main resistance and energy consumption of the
maglev train briefly. Section 3 is dedicated to designing a
sensor network for the connected maglev trains to monitor
battery conditions and exchange related information. In
Section 4, based on battery condition data, an operation
control strategy is proposed to guarantee the train safety
in both station and section decentralizations. Section 5 is
devoted to the simulation evaluation of the proposed scheme.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Dynamic Analysis of the Maglev Train

Generally, the maglev train can be regarded as a rigid body
when we study the operation control strategy. The total
resistance 𝑓sum mainly comes from the air, rail line, magnetic
force, eddy current braking force, and other additional forces.
The total resistance 𝑓sum (unit is KN, the same below) can be
described as

𝑓sum = 𝑓air + 𝑓mag + 𝑓eddy + 𝑓motor + 𝑓skid + 𝑓𝑖 + 𝑓𝑟, (1)

where𝑓air is the air resistance,𝑓mag is themagnetic resistance,
𝑓eddy is the eddy current braking resistance,𝑓motor is the linear
motor braking resistance, 𝑓skid is the gliding skid braking
resistance, 𝑓𝑖 is the curve resistance, and 𝑓𝑟 is the gradient
resistance.

The intrinsic resistance includes air resistance and intrin-
sic magnetic resistance [11]. Without considering the wind
condition, the air resistance andmagnetic resistance are given
by

𝑓air = 2.8 × 10−3 × (0.265𝑁 + 0.3) V2,
𝑓mag = 1.86𝑁 (1 − 𝑒−V/108) ,

(2)

where 𝑁 is the number of train vehicles and V is the train
speed.

For the maglev train, the braking force is mainly from
the reverse braking, the resistance braking, the eddy current
braking, the wearing plate braking, and the gliding skid
braking.

Normally, the linear motor makes maglev train slow
down by reverse braking and energy consume braking. The
braking force 𝑓motor is given as

𝑓motor

=
{{{{{
{{{{{
{

0, (V < 10 km/h)
2.03𝑁, (10 km/h < V < 70 km/h)
𝑁(146

V
− 0.2) , (V > 70 km/h) .

(3)

In case of emergency, VSC sends blocking propulsion
power request to DCS to shut off PPS and the eddy current
braking is initiated. The force of the eddy current braking is
as follows:

𝑓eddy = 𝑓eddy 𝑥 + 𝑓plate, (4)

where 𝑓eddy 𝑥 is the eddy current braking resistance in
running direction and can be described as follows:

𝑓eddy 𝑥 =
{
{
{
2.28𝑞𝑁 (0.014𝐼2 + 0.004𝐼) ⋅ (1 − 0.6𝑒−V/30) (10 km/h < V < 150 km/h)
0.032𝑞𝑁𝐼2 (V > 150 km/h) . (5)
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When the speed decreases to 130 km/h or lower, the
wearing plate braking is initiated to make attractive force
between the eddy current electromagnet and the side rail of
the line increase gradually; 𝑓plate is described as

𝑓plate = 𝑁(0.0027V2 − 0.92V + 74) . (6)

Once the speed of the maglev train decreases to 10 km/h
or lower, the gliding skid braking is initiated tomake the train
stop.

𝑓skid = 𝜇skid𝑁𝑚𝑔(1 − 𝑖1000) , (7)

where 𝑖 is the gradient per millage, 𝑚 is train weight, 𝑔 is
gravitational acceleration, and 𝜇skid is friction coefficient of
the gliding skid braking and is given by

𝜇skid = (0.123 × 10−5V2 − 0.0025V + 0.2642) . (8)

Moreover, the gradient line forms an additional resistance
to the train. The additional gradient resistance 𝑓𝑖 is

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑖𝑁𝑚𝑔1000 . (9)

In addition to the above-mentioned resistances, the curve
line adds another additional curve resistance that can be
described as follows:

𝑓𝑟 = 600𝑁𝑚𝑔𝑅 . (10)

The train-borne equipment energy 𝐸 is
𝐸 = 𝐸lev + 𝐸brake + 𝐸equip, (11)

where 𝐸lev is levitation energy, 𝐸brake is emergency braking
energy, and 𝐸equip is vehicle-borne equipment consumption
energy.

The train levitation power is

𝑃lev = 0.1049V + 1.006𝑚. (12)

Although the whole deceleration process of the train is
variable, the deceleration in a short differential time within
Δ𝑡 š [𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑖+1] can be assumed to remain constant. During
[𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑖+1], the deceleration is 𝑎(V𝑖). Therefore, the running
distance 𝑆 can be obtained by

V𝑖+1 = V𝑖 + 𝑎 (V𝑖) Δ𝑡,
𝑆𝑖+1 = 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑎 (V𝑖) Δ𝑡 + 0.5𝑎 (V𝑖) (Δ𝑡)2 .

(13)

3. Vehicle-Borne Battery Condition Sensor
Network for Connected Maglev Trains

In this section, the impact of battery conditions on the
operation and themonitored battery parameters are analyzed
briefly. To share battery conditions for the connected maglev
trains, a sensor network and a data exchange method are
designed in detail.

Station area
Speed-up/slow-down area

No PR district
APA (with PR)

Station A Station B

Figure 1: The sketch of a typical maglev transportation line.

3.1. The Impact of Battery Conditions on Maglev Train Opera-
tion. The line for the maglev train is divided into four types
including station, speed-up area, track with ASA and PR, and
track without PR, as shown in Figure 1.

As is shown in Figure 2(a), the train speed is usually lower
than 100 km/h in the station and vehicle-borne collectors
provide the energy from PR for levitation and vehicle equip-
ment including batteries and other electrical loads. When
departing the station, with the power from PR, the train
accelerates quickly to exceed the minimum levitation limit.
In case of emergency, the train has to be braked to stop within
either station or speed-up area. In this case, two possibilities
should be evaluated by OCS: (1) if the train can still stop
within the speed-up area, an emergency braking should be
initiated; (2) if the train can only stop beyond the speed-up
area, current operation strategy is kept for certain time and
then train is braked to run to the next ASA in the section
decentralization.

During section decentralization operation, when train
speed is higher than 100 km/h, the vehicle-borne linear gen-
erators supply the levitation energy, as shown in Figure 2(b).
However, when its speed is lower than 100 km/h, the vehicle-
borne batteries provide the levitation energy because vehicle-
borne linear generators cannot supply enough energy, as
shown in Figure 2(c). Moreover, a stop-point-stepping
method is employed to make the train run through ASA
until forwarding to next station according to the arranged
speed curves. In case of emergency, similar to the situation in
the station, two possibilities should be considered: (1) if the
train has to stop immediately because of some unexpected
emergencies like a maintenance vehicle ahead, the train has
to brake with the maximum deceleration; (2) otherwise, the
running state and the deceleration process should be adjusted
accordingly to make train stop in the next ASA.

3.2. Vehicle-Borne Battery ConditionMonitoring. Thenormal
working ranges of lithium batteries in the maglev train are
shown in Table 1.

(1) Battery Temperature Monitoring. When discharging rate
is too high, battery temperature increases quickly and forms
hot air to rise in the tank. Therefore, the temperature sensors
should be placed on the upper part of the box to obtain
the actual temperature information easily. Using MicaZ
modules of MEMSIC Inc., the temperature values and their
corresponding conditions are described in Table 2.

(2) Battery Remaining Capacity Monitoring. The voltage and
current of the battery are obtained from Vehicle Diagnosis
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Figure 2: Power supply modes for the maglev train.

Table 1: Lithium battery operating characteristics.

Parameters Normal working range

Temperature −20∘C to +55∘C
(The maximum relative humidity below 95% RH)

Voltage DC 440V (±20V)
Current DC 0A–40A

Table 2: Temperature values and corresponding conditions.

Temperature values Condition
Lower than −20∘C Too low
−20∘C to 55∘C Normal
Higher than 55∘C Too high

Computer (VDC), and the remaining capacity of the battery
can be evaluated to realize the real-time monitoring of
remaining capacity. The relationships between remaining
capacity and corresponding conditions are shown in Table 3.

(3) Battery Visible Flame Monitoring. In the practical oper-
ation, the battery temperature often exceeds the normal
limits. Unfortunately, VDC cannot tell whether there is fire
or not. The flame sensors can be used to detect the visible
battery flame.The relationships between the visible flame and
corresponding conditions are shown in Table 4.

3.3. Vehicle-Borne Battery Sensor Network. The parameters
indicating the conditions of the vehicle-borne battery include
temperature, voltage, and current [23–26]. During the train
operation, in order to prevent the batteries from overheating,
their temperature ought to maintain a safe range. Meantime,
voltage and current of each battery should keep at an appro-
priate level to guarantee the remaining energy for vehicle-
borne equipment and train levitation. When a maglev train
stops in the station or ASA, its batteries must be checked
to remain enough energy to provide its levitation to the

next ASA and can perform an emergency braking before its
departure.

Each vehicle of themaglev train has eight batteries includ-
ing four 440V and four 24V. Except for emergency-lighting
depending on 24V batteries, almost all train-borne systems
including levitation and direction, braking, air-conditioning,
and other ones are supplied by four 440V batteries. Here, we
only take four 440Vbatteries into consideration. For a typical
maglev train with six vehicles, a sensor network based on
IoT to monitor vehicle-borne battery condition is shown in
Figure 3.The network includes twoVehicle Safety Computers
(VSCs) and two Mobile Radio Control Units (MRCUs) for
two terminal vehicles and one Data Acquisition Unit (DAU)
for each vehicle. In a vehicle, DAU gathers batteries condition
data and sends them to VSCs; the master VSC formulates
the operation control strategy accordingly (the master VSC
is active and the slave one is in hot standby state).

Both head and tail vehicles have 2 directional antennas on
top of them to form redundancy communication channels.
Connected maglev trains exchange condition data via exist-
ing RCS, whose base stations are located along the rail line, as
shown in Figure 4.

4. Operation Control Strategy for the
Connected Maglev Trains

Considering the train-borne battery conditions, an operation
control strategy for the independent maglev train is given
in this section. Further, for the connected trains, based on
five speed limits as shown in Figure 5, an operation control
strategy for the following operation of the connected trains is
discussed in detail.

Curve (1) is a minimum speed-up limit used to reach
minimum speed, curve (2) is a minimum levitation limit
considering running resistance and slope influence, curve (3)
is a maximum safety-brake limit considering safe braking
characteristics and slope influence, curve (4) is a maximum
speed running limit, curve (5) is a maximum speed limit
considering the train structure and all line conditions, and
curve (6) is actual running speed limit.
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Table 3: Remaining capacity and corresponding condition.

Remaining capacity Condition
Not enough to provide energy for levitation and emergency braking Battery exhausted
Enough to provide energy for levitation and emergency braking, but cannot provide extra energy
for vehicle-borne equipment No enough energy

Meets all the vehicle energy requirements Sufficient electricity

DAU1
VSC

DAU2 DAU6

MRCU
MRCU

Battery1 Battery4 Battery1 Battery4 Battery4Battery1

VSC

TCN

+ − + − + − + − + − + −

Figure 3: An IoT based sensor network scheme for the maglev train.

VSC
MRCU

Directional antennas Directional antennas
Fiber network

VSC
MRCU

Figure 4: Data exchange scheme for connected maglev trains.

Table 4: Visible flame and corresponding condition.

Visible flame Condition
Yes On fire
No No fire

4.1. Battery Conditions Based Operation Strategy. Based on
the battery parameters including temperature, voltage, cur-
rent, and visible flame, different operation control strategies
are employed to ensure the train operation safety.The battery
remaining capacity can be calculated with battery voltage
and current [23]. The battery parameters and corresponding
operation control strategies are shown in Tables 5–7.

4.2. Operation Control Strategy for Departure and Pull-In.
When the train departs from the station, the energy for
levitation and vehicle-borne equipment is supplied by the
collectors that are connected to PR. In order to run to the next
ASA, all the vehicle-borne batteries have to be evaluated.The
operation control strategy is to satisfy the minimum capacity
requirement for levitation and emergency braking (at least
once). Once the train speed is lower than the minimum

400
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m
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Distance (km)

Station area
Speed-up/slow-down area No PR track

APA (with PR)

Running direction

(3)(2)(1)

Figure 5: Speed limits for the maglev train.

levitation limit, PPS will be shut off, making the train float
to the nearest ASA in levitation state.

In the pull-in deceleration area, the operation control
strategy is to use kinetic and potential energy to run into the
station, as shown in Figure 6. During approaching the station,
if the initial speed V1 > 100 km/h, the gliding distance 𝑆V1
and the operation mode switching point (see point A: from
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Table 5: The temperature related strategies.

Temperature Operation control strategies
Lower than −20∘C Pump hot air into the battery box
−20∘C to 55∘C Run normally

Higher than 55∘C

(1) VDC sends the high-temperature alarm to OCS to increase the cooling fan.
(2) VDC sends battery failure to OCS when the alarm keeps for over 3 minutes.
(3) If the temperature continues to rise but does not reach the limit of combustion, all passengers get off
after the train stops.
(4) If the temperature reaches the limit of combustion, VDC releases fire alarm, the train stops in the
nearest ASA.

Table 6: The remaining capacity related strategies.

Remaining capacity Operation control strategies

Not enough to provide energy for levitation and emergency
braking

Turn off air conditioners and other vehicle-borne equipment.
The train is not allowed to run unless the required capacity is

charged.
Enough to provide energy for levitation and emergency
braking, but cannot provide enough energy for vehicle-borne
equipment

Turn off the vehicle-borne equipment to keep safe levitation
to the next ASA for recharging.

Meets all the vehicle energy requirements Run normally

Table 7: The visible flame related strategies.

Visible flame Operation control strategies
Yes Perform an emergency braking
No Run normally

Sp
ee

d 
(k

m
/h

)

Distance (km)

100

A

B

1

2

S1

S2

Figure 6: The lowest power consumption in the pull-in.

constant speed coasting mode to braking deceleration mode)
are determined firstly according to (1)–(8) and (13), making
the batteries supplied energy minimum in the distance 𝑆V1.
On the other hand, when the initial speed V2 < 100 km/h,
the energy for levitation and other equipment is supplied by
the train-borne batteries; the gliding distance with kinetic
and potential energy is only 𝑆V2 from the switching point B
obtained in the same way of switching point A. In such case,
the operation control strategy is to cut off the power for other
train-borne equipment to guarantee the energy supply for
levitation and emergency braking.

4.3. Section Operation Control Strategy for the Connected
Trains. When connected trains run with the same direction

400

sp
ee

d 
(k

m
/h

)

distance (km)

(5)

(4)

Running direction

(6)
Leading train

Safety 
margin

Following train

Following 
interval

Figure 7: The following operation of connected maglev trains.

in the same line, the location and speed of the leading
train can affect the following train according to the mobile
blocking principle. In this case, the leading train is treated as a
mobile obstacle for the following train. As shown in Figure 7,
to guarantee the safety of the following operation, together
with the mobile blocking method and the leading train state,
the operation control strategy for the following train is to
formulate a speed limit (i.e., speed limit 6) that can satisfy
the following interval and also leave a safety margin.

Normally, the following train runs behind the leading
one for more than the safety distance. If the leading train
decelerates or performs an emergency braking, the following
one performs corresponding strategy to prevent it from
crashing into the leading one. In the extreme case, when the
leading train stops on the line for some reasons, the operation
control strategy for the following train is to stop in the ASA
that is behind the leading train for at least one safe ASA.

As is shown in Figure 8, during the following operation,
if the train-borne batteries of the leading train break down to
bring an emergency braking, the following train can obtain
the related data through RCS. In this case, two operation
control strategies can be formulated to save battery energy
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Figure 9: Map of the scenario for the experiment.

of the following train: (1) if the following interval is long
enough and the following train cannot stop in the next ASA
because of high speed, the following train can accelerate to the
maximum speed, coast for a specific distance, and then brake
to stop in the ASA that is behind the leading train (see curve
(B)); (2) if the current speed is relatively low, the following
train is braked to stop in the next ASA (see curve (A)).

5. Simulation and Experimental Results

In this section, a simulation is carried out and an experiment
is performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
operation control strategy and illustrate the applicability of
the obtained results. The map of the scenario and the line
sketch are shown in Figures 9 and 10; the parameters of the
maglev train and the line are described Table 8.

The resistance and corresponding deceleration of the
train at different speeds are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen
that total deceleration is higher than 1m/s2. When the train
speed is lower than 10 km/h, the deceleration is mainly from
the gliding skid. When 10 km/h < V < 140 km/h, the eddy
current braking provides the main resistance for the train.
However, the air resistance and the eddy current braking
supply the resistance for the train when V > 140 km/h.

The remaining capacity of the vehicle-borne battery
is a key factor that affects the operation control strategy
formulating. The speed-distance and energy-distance curves
under the emergency braking and intrinsic resistance braking
are shown in Figures 12 and 13. From Figure 12, theminimum
running point and the related energy for levitation and other
vehicle-borne equipment can be obtained. When the initial
speed is 400 km/h, the braking distance is 2.65 km and the
minimum battery capacity for levitation and other train
equipment is 4.38 kWh. Meanwhile, the maximum running

Table 8: Parameters of the experimental line.

Parameters Numerical
value

Total weight of single full load vehicle,𝑚 (t) 62 (terminal)
64.5 (middle)

Length of single vehicle, 𝐿veh (m) 27 (terminal)
24.5 (middle)

Number of vehicles,𝑁 6
Total train weight,𝑚𝑇 (t) 382
Total train length, 𝐿 trn (m) 153
Maximum speed, Vmax (km/h) 400
Total capacity of four sets of batteries per
vehicle, 𝐸btry (kwh) 70.4

Braking power 𝑃𝑏 (kW) 109
Vehicle equipment power, 𝑃𝑒 (kW) 105
Average propulsion acceleration, 𝑎ac (m/s2) 0.9
Average propulsion deceleration, 𝑎dc (m/s2) 0.8
Platform length, 𝐿 𝑠𝑡𝑛 (m) 210
Shortest length of departure PR, 𝑆dprt (m) 2648
Shortest length of pull-in PR, 𝑆pi (m) 1718
The length of the first departure track without
PR, 𝑆𝑛PR1 (m) 551

The length of first approaching track without
PR, 𝑆𝑛PR𝑧 (m) 420

The length of the longest track without PR in
the section decentralization, 𝑆𝑛PR𝑀 (m) 6025

The length of PR in section decentralization,
𝑆PR (m) 455

Running direction

Platform

Sn０２z SＪＣ Lstn S＞ＪＬＮ Sn０２1 S０２ Sn０２M

Figure 10: The sketch of the experimental line.

speed and the corresponding energy can be obtained from
Figure 13. During the operation control strategy formulating,
any ASA within these two points can be chosen to stop the
train.

During the running, if a vehicle-borne battery related
emergency happens, based on our proposed operation con-
trol strategy, the train can run for a given distance at the
constant speed and then the emergency braking is performed
to stop the train quickly to consume the battery energy as
little as possible. From Figure 14, it can be seen that the
train consumes less vehicle-borne battery energy and total
running time is shorter at a higher initial speed. In our
simulation, the initial speed is supposed to be 400 km/h
and the distance from the train location to the stop-point
is 2774.5m according to Table 8. From (1)–(8) and (13), the
distance for emergency brakingwith initial speed 400 km/h is
2651.3m, leaving 123.2m for the train running with constant
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under emergency braking.

speed at 400 km/h and the total running time is 54.8 s. From
(11) and (12), the total energy consumption is 4.47 kWh.

As is shown in Figure 15, during the following operation
for the connected trains, if the leading train performs an
emergency or decelerates for some reasons, the following
train should adjust the operation strategy to prevent it from
crashing. Suppose the distance between the two trains is
15 km. Because the minimum braking distance for the initial
speed 400 km/h is 2.65 km and the minimum capacity of
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Figure 13: Speed-distance and energy-distance of a train under
intrinsic resistance.
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Figure 14:The running time and the energy consumption versus the
initial speed.

the train-borne battery is 4.38 kWh, the operation control
strategy for the following train is to speed up to 400 km/h, run
for about 9.45 km, and then perform a maximum braking to
run to an ASA that is behind the leading train for about 3 km
(here considering the safety margin of about 3 km).Thus, the
safety of the following operation for the connected trains can
be guaranteed.

For the connected trains, in case of shutting-off PPS for
the following train, the operation control strategy for the
following train is to evaluate whether the following interval
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Figure 15: The following operation of the connected trains.
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Figure 16:The floating running for the following train without PPS.

between the two trains is larger than the floating distance
and the train-borne battery capacity is enough to supply the
levitation for the floating. If true, the following train can float
to the next ASA. As is shown in Figure 16, the energy for
floating running of the following train is about 54 kWh, and
the floating distance is about 6.6 km. Because the following
interval is larger than the floating distance, the following
train can float to the ASA between the train location and the
farthest floating point.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, considering the vehicle-borne battery condition
monitoring, an operation control strategy is proposed to
guarantee the operation safety of the connected maglev

trains. The condition information of the vehicle-borne bat-
tery temperature and remaining capacity is gathered by IoT
and collected byOCS via TCN; the connected trains share the
condition data through RCS. The following train formulates
the operation control strategy in real-time according to train-
borne battery conditions and the operation state of the
leading train. The simulation and experiment are given to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy.

Further investigations could be concerned with opera-
tion control strategy formulation for the connected trains
considering the state of other vehicle-borne equipment and
combining these constraints together.
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